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\section*{R topics documented:}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{pinyin} ......................................................... 2
  \item \texttt{translate} .................................................. 2
  \item \texttt{translate_view} ......................................... 3
\end{itemize}

\section*{Index}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{pinyin} \quad \textit{Obtain and label Chinese pinyin}
\end{itemize}

\subsection*{Description}

When you pass in a Chinese character, you can obtain the pinyin of the Chinese character, so that you can more easily understand the pronunciation of the Chinese character.

\subsection*{Usage}

\begin{verbatim}
pinyin(input)
\end{verbatim}

\subsection*{Arguments}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{input} \quad A string consisting of Chinese character or sentences.
\end{itemize}

\subsection*{Value}

A string consisting of pinyin and input Chinese character.

\subsection*{Examples}

\begin{verbatim}
# Example(Not run)
# pinyin("type Chinese character")
\end{verbatim}

\subsection*{translate}

\emph{Translate English words into Chinese, or translate Chinese words into English}

\subsection*{Description}

When you pass in an English or Chinese word, this function will calls the Youdao text translation API for R to return the corresponding type of Chinese or English representation.

\subsection*{Usage}

\begin{verbatim}
translate(input, from = "auto", to = "auto")
\end{verbatim}
translate_view

Arguments

input An English or Chinese word.
from The source language, an optional parameter.
to The target language, an optional parameter.

Value

A list consisting of Phonetic, explains, etc about target language.

Examples

# Example(Not run)
# translate("good")
# translate("quarto", from = "en", to = "zh-CHS")

translate_view Open a Youdao website browse translation results

Description

When you pass in an English or Chinese word, this function will Open Youdao website browse translation results.

Usage

translate_view(input, from = "auto", to = "auto")

Arguments

input An English or Chinese word.
from The source language, an optional parameter.
to The target language, an optional parameter.

Value

A list consisting of Phonetic, explains, etc about target language.

Examples

# Example(Not run)
# translate_view("good")
# translate_view("quarto", from = "en", to = "zh-CHS")
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